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Example: Book Online – Entry

Author(s).  “Title of Source.”  Date of Publication,  Database,  Publication Title,  Contributor(s),


Volume,  Publisher,  URL.

First in-text citation: According to Kari Lucke “Text of quotation.”
Subsequent citations: Lucke states “text of quotation.”
OR
"Text of quotation” (Lucke).

Example: Journal Article - Multiple Authors

Author(s).  Page(s).  “Title of Source.”  Database,  Publication Title,  Volume, Issue,  Date of Publication,


URL.

First in-text citation: According to John Bugalla and others "text of quotation" (35).
Subsequent citations: Bugalla et al. believe “text of quotation.” (35).
OR
"Text of quotation” (Bugalla et al. 35).